ABSTRACT Multivariate statistical method is one of data-driven fault diagnosis methods, which is widely used in complex industrial systems to realize faults detection. And, the common methods include the principal component analysis, principal component regression, and partial least squares (PLS). Compared with the PLS, improved principal component regression (IPCR) improves the alarm performance in the quality-related and quality-independent parts. Considering the advantage of the mutual information is good for selecting quality-related variables for modeling, the mutual information is employed to improve the principal component regression (MIIPCR). Through the design and analysis of the algorithms, the MIIPCR can give a performance boost for the principal components, especially for the IPCR in fault detection of Tennessee Eastman process (TEP). Compared with the IPCR, the MIIPCR has the strong advantage to improve feedback failures five and seven of the TEP. In addition, the MIIPCR also could apply to detect the other faults and confirm the higher than the IPCR. And for the unrelated faults, the MIIPCR also has the great identification ability. Lots of simulation had been on for the TEP, the simulation results showed that it's the great effectiveness of the MIIPCR.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of science and technology, the complexity and the scale of industrial equipment are also increasing. If faults occur, the consequences will be more serious. In addition to economic losses, the casualties may be caused. So the performance monitoring of equipment or fault diagnosis have been focused on by many scholars. News swarming in all directions about the famous air crash in 2015, it's about the No. Fuxing let 35 people to lose their life due to the simultaneous failure of two engines. Similar statistic analysis of data could be found in the petrochemical companies of U.S. The company had to pay 20 billion a year for the mechanical failures [1] . If the faults can be diagnosed or predicted early, major accidents may be avoided and economic loss could be reduced, too. Therefore, the monitoring of system performance has attracted wide attention, and there are many methods for system diagnosis and fault tolerance. Reference [2] proposed a set of adaptive fuzzy hierarchical sliding-mode controllers for multi-input multi-output unknown nonlinear time-delay systems. And the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Xudong Zhao. controller designed with using fuzzy systems to approximate the uncertain functions and compensate the input saturation. Reference [3] presented an adaptive fuzzy output feedback control method. It could effectively guarantee the semi-global boundedness of the fourth-order moments of the trajectory of the closed-loop system. In reference [4] a fuzzy system was used to deal with the unknown nonlinearity of packaging. In recent years, the multivariate statistical process monitoring (MSPM) method based on data driven has attracted much attention in the field of fault detection due to its characteristics of no prior knowledge, convenience and versatility [5] - [7] .
With the continuous progress of industrial production and the enhancement of product quality concerns, people have put forward new requirements for fault detection, such as the quality-related fault detection has attracted more and more attention of the scholars [8] - [10] .
The acquisition of data during the actual industry field is necessary, however the noise is inevitable. The noised data or fault data could not affect the system stability is defined quality unrelated data. Therefore, the production efficiency and economic efficiency could be promoted under the intellectualized detection system which could ignore the quality unrelated data nearly [11] .
As mentioned above, many scholars had paid close attention to the fault detection methods based the quality related in recent years. Li et al. [12] analyzed the influence of mass variables on spatial decomposition of process variables in partial least squares (PLS) method, and presented the geometric explanation of decomposition structure. On the basis of Li's research, Zhou et al. [13] proposed a novel idea which decomposed variables into two parts: quality related and irrelevant. Nevertheless, these two decomposed subspaces couldn't provide the better monitoring results in some cases. Shortly after that, Yin et al. [14] proposed an approach based on the regression coefficient matrix between X and Y variables, which is called modified PLS (M-PLS). Since then, PLS based fault detection technology had been continuously improved [15] - [20] . Peng et al. [21] combined PCR with Bayesian inference. Wang and Jiao et al [22] improved the kernel least square method, which could make it better in monitoring performance.
The reason why not PLS could solve the quality-related faults is that PLS couldn't completely decompose variables into quality-related and unrelated parts. PLS may present the false alarm when the quality independent variables had changed. Based on this, Sun proposed a new method, namely IPCR [23] Although IPCR has enhanced its performance in TEP it is still not ideal for some faults. Considering the issues discussed above, here the mutual information is employed to improve its property The mutual information is used to measure the common information shared by the two random variables, which could reflect the relevancy between the two variables to a certain extent [24] , [25] Therefore, the mutual information was used to do variables screen, to select variables closer to KPI, and then to decomposed IPCR. Finally, the quality related parts were selected to be compared. The reason for choosing the principal component part of the comparison is that the algorithm has removed some variables that have nothing to do with Yin the data preprocessing. In order to make a fair comparison, the same number of the variables as IPCR was chosen. In addition, the same variables (XMEAS (35)) were chosen as quality variables. MIIPCR enhances the recognition of feedback faults and reduces the alarm rate of unrelated faults. The effectiveness of the algorithm will be demonstrated by the Eastman process in Tennessee.
II. PRELIMINARIES A. MUTUAL INFORMATION
Mutual information describes the amount of information contained in a random variable about another random variable. It is not limited to simple linear relationship, but also can be used to evaluate the degree of non-linear correlation between two random variables. If the two variables have the stronger correlation, the value of the mutual information would be bigger. If the two variables are independent of each other, the mutual information value is 0. The formula is defined by
where p(x) and p(y) are the two random variable marginal probability density function. p(x, y) is a joint probability density function of two random variables x and y. Since the probability density function is usually difficult to be obtained in practical calculation, the mutual information can be calculated by formula (2), too.
where H (x) and H (y) are the edge entropy of random variables x and y. H (x, y) is the joint entropy of x and y. The formula is defined by
It is assumed that the industrial process is linear and that all measured data is satisfy normal distribution. The input matrix The algorithms of PCR and IPCR come from [23] . Firstly, according to PCA algorithm, the score matrix T of process variables can be obtained, and the least square regression relationship between the quality matrix and the score matrix can be established, and the load matrix Q of quality variables can be obtained.
Then the relationship between the predicted value of the quality matrix and the score matrix is calculated.Ŷ = T Q T . According to PCA, T = XP, P is the load matrix.
C. IPCR ALGORITHM According to PCR, so there are
Then BB T is decomposed by SVD, which can be expressed by
where P B ∈ R l×m ,P B ∈ R l×(l−m) , B ∈ R m×m . The projection matrices of X are B and ⊥ B .X andX are two parts of X , and they are orthogonal to each other. Then there are
whereX is the related part with Y.X is the unrelated part with Y. T re is the score matrices ofX , and T un is the score matrices ofX . IPCR decomposes the online samples into two parts, X andX . Relay on the Eqs. (12) - (13), the following formula can be obtained.
Then the T 2 statistics ofX andX are defined by
where α is the conspicuous level. The thresholds of T 2 re and T 2 un are presented by
And then the fault detection of IPCR algorithm is described as follows 
III. MIIPCR ALGORITHM
MIIPCR is an algorithm for data preprocessing based on the mutual information. Firstly, it excludes the variables which have little correlation with quality, and then carries out modeling and analysis. In Figure 1 , where y is a quality variable, x 1 and x 2 are process variables. Among them, x 2 is not related to y, but x 2 is related to y. So even though the variation of x 2 is relatively large, it has nothing to do with the mass variable y, it will not affect the normal results although removing the quality unrelated variable. The algorithm steps of MIIPCR are described as follows
•
Step 1 First, standardize data sets X and Y ; FIGURE 1. Relationship between quality variables and process variables.
•
Step 2 For each process variable x i , the mutual information values between it and each quality variable y i are calculated in turn. Finally, the process variables which are more relevant to the quality variables are selected to be retained.
• Step 3 Get matrix T by PCA.
• Step 4 Obtain B by Eqn.(7).
• Step 5 Decompose SVD for BB T
Step 6 Obtain T re and T un from Eqs. (12)- (13). Online Detection:
• Step 1 New samples are given. Obtain t re and t un from Eq. (16) to Eq. (17).
• Step 2 Calculate the statistics of T 2 re and from Eq. (20) to Eq. (21).
• Step 3 Set threshold value by Eq. (22) to Eq. (23).
• Step 4 Judge the fault condition by the detection logic.
IV. TENNESSEE EASTMAN PROCESS SIMULATION
The Tennessee Eastman Process (TEP) was created by Eastman Chemicals to provide a realistic industrial process for evaluating process control and monitoring methods and which is shown as Figure 2 [26] . The Figure 2 is from Ref. [23] . TEP contains four gaseous raw materials A, C, D and E, two liquid products G and H, and by-products F and inert gas B. There are five main composition units in TEP. The irreversible exothermic chemical reactions are defined by (24) where g represents gas and liq represents liquid. All reactions are irreversible exothermic reactions, and the reaction rate is a function of temperature.
The reaction activation energy of product G is higher, so it is more sensitive to the change of temperature. There are 21(IDV(1)-IDV (21) The same number of 33 variables as the input data for IPCR and MIIPCR are selected during the simulation part. The input data for IPCR are from [18] . The XMEAS(35) is chosen as the quality variable. The number of normal samples and test datas are set as N = 500 and Nt = 960, respectively. The faults are introduced from 161 samples. Training models of MIIPCR and IPCR under IDV(0). Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the detection capabilities of IPCR and MIIPCR for IDV (7), and Figure 5 and Figure 6 show the detection capabilities of IPCR and MIIPCR for IDV (5) . IDV(5) and IDV (7) are belong to the quality-related faults. However, there are many closed-loop feedback regulation processes in the system. These faults will be compensated by the regulating circuit of other parts in the process as the system continues to operate. So the quality of the final product can return to normal range [27] . T 2 re of MIIPCR are all from alarm to normal, especially in IDV (5) .
T 2 re of IPCR has a tendency to become normal in IDV (7), but not good as MIIPCR. Furthermore, T 2 re of IPCR is always alarm in IDV(5). Beyond that, MIIPCR has good effect in some faults, for example in IDV (14) . IDV (14) is a quality-unrelated faults, so T 2 re of IDV (14) should be no alarm. Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the detection capabilities of IPCR and MIIPCR for IDV (14) . Table 1 and Table 2 show the fault detection rate (FDR) of other known failures. Where the formula for FDR is defined by [28] FDR = alarmed samples total fault samples × 100% (25) From the Table 1 , it can be found that the FDR of quality-unrelated faults for IPCR is more times than it for MIPCR, but the result of the theory should be zero. So the performance of MIIPCR is better than IPCR in unrelated fault detection. It shown in Table 2 that the performance of IPCR in IDV(1) is better than MIIPCR. The other quality-related faults could also be alarmed with the two fault detection methods of IPCR and MIIPCR. VOLUME 7, 2019 V. CONCLUSION In this paper, the algorithm of MIIPCR is presented based on IPCR, and data pre-processing is added to IPCR, too. The performance of T 2 re in MIIPCR for TEP fault detection has been improved further. And the deficiencies of IPCR in IDV (5) and IDV (7) are obviously optimized. Whatever for quality-independent faults or quality-related faults, MIPCR has the strong identification ability. Simulation has been do to prove its validity. But in some actual industrial process, It will encounter non-gaussian, multi-working conditions and other issues [29] , which are our future research direction.
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